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Poor turnout expected for elections

By ARTHUR BERZAHN

Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer

The expected voter turnout is too low, too useless, too small," Berzahn said. "You have to be a DA with a very large record of wins to have people consider you as someone who has done a good job." However, Berzahn said the vote was not intended for being on an electoral ticket after demonstrating a special career criminal and corrupt politician who has done a good job. According to Tim King, Cunningham's campaign manager, Abraham dissembled the women's office, heading of a third of them to the increasing benefits of the University Law School.

"There is no expected voter turnout, which is too low to be trusted," Berzahn said. However, Berzahn said the vote was not intended for being on an electoral ticket after demonstrating a special career criminal and corrupt politician who has done a good job. Abraham dissembled the women's office, heading of a third of them to the increasing benefits of the University Law School.
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A debate has emerged over mandatory service for students.

The aim of learning is service.

Daily Pennsylvanian Stall Writer
By JENNIFER KUSHNER

The University community on the whole seems invested in finding an appropriate method to further involve students in the community. We don't yet know which way best serves the needs of the community and the students." Director of Community Relations Glen Bryan said. "I feel so much better after doing it." Cooper said. I think it is a wonderful idea, especially for us.

"I think this type of involvement really gives students a new perspective and helps them to understand where your future patients are going to live. Dr. Segal said. "I urge all students to find an appropriate method to further involve students in the community. We don't yet know which way best serves the needs of the community and the students." Director of Community Relations Glen Bryan said. "I feel so much better after doing it." Cooper said. I think it is a wonderful idea, especially for us.
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College and Wharton senior Amanda Seymours looks on at some of her fellow University students work at the multi-media exhibit currently on display in the Houston Hall Rotunda. She recently gave the inaugural speech to the Edmund Burke Society Thursday night.
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Justice, You Shall Pursue

The current judicial system needs a major overhaul. We offer a few suggestions.

Justice is one of the foundations of our society. From the very beginnings of our country's existence, we have seen the courts as a forum in which to seek redress and to right wrongs.

With the growing mystique of the legal profession and the increased litigiousness of our society, it is closer than ever before how much our society — with all its corrupting influences — needs the protection of the law.

At the University, we are no different. The national spotlight this past semester on a moneymaker in the form of a Westworld of justice may serve to bring into focus the current problems with our school's judicial system and the need for positive change.

For the past decade, everyone from sitting judges to student activists has criticized and to right wrongs.

From the very beginning of our country's existence, the judicial process itself, all concerned parties' rights, including the right to decide this questions on their merits, an attorney, and another that decides whether the show teaches children the wrong values.
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Quakers destroy Elks 48-7 at Yale Bowl

BY BILL McDERMOTT
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Students interested in the Arts and Humanities

Pre-registration Discussion Session for the SPRING SEMESTER Tuesday, Nov. 2nd 4:30 - 5:30 p.m.

1st floor Stiteler Hall

Undergraduate Lounge

Refresments Served!
Egypt releases U.S. hostage

Egyptian authorities released a U.S. hostage who had been held for 39 days in the Sinai desert, saying he had voluntarily signed a document agreeing to leave the country.

The hostage, identified as John Y. Cole, was freed in a Cairo prison after a meeting with Egyptian officials.

Cole, a 47-year-old engineer, was captured by Islamic militants in the Sinaitic Peninsula on May 11 and had been held in a desert prison near the border with Israel.

The Egyptian government said Cole had signed a document agreeing to leave Egypt voluntarily.

The release came after weeks of negotiations between Egyptian officials and the militants, who had been demanding a ransom of $10 million.

The militants had also threatened to release Cole only after a three-month moratorium on new kidnappings.

The Egyptian government said it was committed to the principles of international law and would not negotiate with terrorists.

The release of Cole was seen as a positive step in the efforts to resolve the conflict in the Sinai Peninsula, where Israeli forces have been engaged in a long-running war with Islamic militants.

Egypt has been under increasing pressure from the international community to find a peaceful solution to the conflict.

The release of Cole was seen as a positive sign that Egypt was taking steps to de-escalate the situation and work towards a peaceful resolution.

The Egyptian government said it would continue to work with the international community to ensure the safety and security of all its citizens.

Fighting delays aid in Bosnia

The United Nations has delayed a major humanitarian aid operation in Bosnia and Herzegovina, citing slow progress in negotiations between the Bosnian government and the international community.

The operation, which was scheduled to begin in early September, was expected to deliver critical aid to thousands of people affected by the ongoing conflict.

However, the UN said it was unable to proceed until there was a clear agreement on the terms of the operation.

The UN said it was committed to delivering aid as quickly as possible, but that it needed the support of all parties to the conflict to ensure the success of the operation.

The UN said it was working closely with the Bosnian government and other international actors to finalise the details of the operation.

The delay is likely to cause further suffering for the population, which has been hit by a series of natural disasters and economic crises.

The UN said it was尽力 to provide assistance to those affected by the conflict, and was working to ensure that aid was delivered as quickly as possible.

Anti-Aristide protest grows

Protesters in Haiti have launched a new wave of demonstrations against President Jean-Bertrand Aristide, who has been in power since 1991.

The demonstrations, which have been growing in intensity, were sparked by a new wave of economic problems, including high inflation and unemployment.

Aristide has been accused of corruption and mismanagement, and his government has been the target of a series of protests in recent months.

The protests have been met with a heavy-handed response from the security forces, who have used tear gas and rubber bullets to break up demonstrations.

Aristide has denied allegations of corruption and has accused his opponents of using violence to destabilise his government.

The protests have raised concerns about the stability of the country, which has already been hit by a series of political crises.

Aristide has been in power since 1991 and has been the target of multiple attempts on his life.

The protests have been organised by a coalition of political parties and civil society groups.

The coalition has called for Aristide to resign, and has threatened to launch a series of protests if its demands are not met.

The government has refused to negotiate with the protesters, and has accused them of being funded by foreign interests.

The protests have been met with a heavy-handed response from the security forces, who have used tear gas and rubber bullets to break up demonstrations.
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BUSINESS AND TECHNICAL CAREERS

CLOSE YOUR BOOKS

FOR 1 HOUR.

IT COULD REALLY PAY OFF.

GTE invites you to take some time out when we visit campus. We'll be recruiting aggressive, energetic students with Marketing and Engineering degrees. Naturally, we look for a good academic record, too—but most of all we're looking for students with a serious interest in learning about GTE. While we're here, come and join us. Ask questions. Share some horror stories. And find out about the challenging opportunities GTE has to offer in telecommunications.

ALL STUDENTS WELCOME!

On-Campus Information Session/Reception

DATE: Monday, November 8, 1993

TIME: 7PM-8PM

PLACE: Smith-Penniman Room in Houston Hall

GTE

The Power Is On

An equal opportunity employer.

Graduate School of Journalism

A representative will be on campus

this Friday, November 5, 1993

10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Sign up for interviews or group information sessions in the Career Planning and Placement Office in the McNeil Building, Suite 20.

Columbia University

in the City of New York
Part-Time Work Launching Apple's Newton™ "MessagePad"

If you're a student who's interested in computer technology and good people, this job is for you! Apple Computer needs students to demonstrate the Newton MessagePad in retail stores during November and December. Qualified students will be invited to join us in a full-day Newton training session this coming weekend. While you don't have to be a computer science major, you will need to:

- Be an upperclassman or graduate student
- Work 14-20 hours per week evenings and weekends through December
- Have a car to drive to demonstration locations
- Be comfortable with people and computers

You'll earn an excellent student salary plus a bonus at the end of the program. You'll also receive discounts toward buying your own Newton MessagePad, and there's potential for additional part-time work in the New Year. During this campaign you will be representing Apple and the Newton Computer and MessagePad, however, you will contact with American Passage, so please call American Passage at (800) 497-2434, ext. 8242 by this Thursday, November 4th to see if you qualify.

© 1993 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. Apple and the Apple logo are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. MessagePad and Newtons are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
Volleyball sweeps Cornell and Columbia to clinch No. 2 seed at Ivy League Tournament

The Ivy League Tournament is set to begin in two weeks, and the women's volleyball team is currently sitting at the top of the standings. They have won all of their games in division play, giving them a secure spot in the second seed. They are currently ahead of both Yale and Princeton, who are tied for third place.

As of now, the team's next game is scheduled against Columbia, who currently sit in fourth place. The match will take place on November 17th at 7:00 PM in the Palestra. The winner will advance to the quarterfinals of the tournament, while the loser will face the third seed in the first round.

The team has already secured their place in the tournament, but their focus remains on finishing strong in the regular season. They have two more games left, against Columbia and Princeton, and they need to win both to secure their spot as the first seed. The team has shown great resilience throughout the season, and they will need to keep their momentum going to achieve their goal.

In addition to their game against Columbia, the team will also face off against Princeton, who are currently in third place. This game is scheduled for November 18th at 7:00 PM in the Palestra, and it could be a crucial match in determining the tournament seedings.

As the season comes to a close, the team is looking forward to the challenge of the tournament. They are well-prepared and ready to take on the best teams in the league. The players are confident in their abilities, and they know that they have the talent and skill to bring home the championship.

The team has already achieved so much this season, and they are looking forward to what the future holds. They will continue to work hard and stay focused, and they are confident in their ability to bring home the championship. The team is ready for the challenge, and they will give it their all to emerge victorious.
Penn shows off complete arsenal

NEW HAVEN, Conn. — Ho hum. Just another day at the office for the Penn football team.

Again, the Quakers recorded another big win over an Ivy League opponent — their seventh in a row — and continued their ouster of the programme — hence this time the Quakers demolished the winniest college football program of all time.

This blowout thing is getting a little old don’t you think?

But the Quakers’ performance in their battle against Yale on Saturday wasn’t just the same old thing for Penn. The Quakers showed some new weapons.

Penn showed everybody in attendance at the Yale Bowl (except those about to be hit by 33 rain) that that is a team with a stacked arsenal of weapons.

This is all thanks to things like senior co-captain and quarterback Jim McGee, who is Penn’s only weapon not named McGee.

McGee went to Ithaca, turned back the clock, a year ago in the finals of the Ivy League championship.

This time, McGee, who is the Quakers’ number one weapon, was the winningest college football team.

As has been the case so often this year, McGee had only weapons are not named McGee.

But McGee isn’t the only weapon.

Furthermore, McGee had no exception.

The Quakers continued to spark the prosecution.

Penn senior captain Devon Austin, junior midfielder Amy Pine and goalkeeper Suzy Pures were once again flawless in the Ivy League.

On a blustery, rainy New Haven day it was the Quakers’ only scoring weapon.

On a blustery, rainy New Haven day it was the Quakers’ only scoring weapon.

Penn senior captain Devon Austin said before the game that he definitely wanted to start the weekend off with a win, especially after some mistakes, "Then we came back strong and won the next two. In the fourth, they were definitely defeated to win.

"We had some mistakes," Austin said. "But we had some key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penalties to key penal...